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ABSTRACT
Phone Recognition is one of the most important tasks in the
field of multilingual speech recognition, especially for low-
resource languages whose orthographies are not available.
However, most speech recognition datasets so far only fo-
cus on high-resource languages, there are very few datasets
available for low-resource languages, especially datasets
with detailed phone annotation. In this work, we present a
large multilingual phonetic dataset, which is preprocessed
and aligned from the UCLA phonetic dataset. The dataset
contains around 100 low-resource languages and 7000 ut-
terances in total. This dataset would provide an ideal train-
ing/evaluation set for universal phone recognition.

Index Terms— Multilingual Phonetic Dataset, Multilin-
gual Speech Alignment, Low-Resource Speech recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, speech recognition communities have made sig-
nificant progress towards building deep neural networks for
speech recognition by taking advantage of huge volumes of
training data and high-quality test sets [1, 2]. While high-
resource languages such as English and Mandarin have been
able to benefit from the newly developed technology [3, 4],
most of the languages in the world are low-resource lan-
guages lacking large sets of training data or even small test
sets. More importantly, many languages do not have stan-
dardized orthographies; speech datasets fully annotated with
phonetic transcriptions are the only means of building speech
technologies for them. Unfortunately, phonetically-annotated
data sets are also largely limited to high-resource languages
[5]. Additionally, the annotated data is usually monolin-
gual corpus with a limited phone inventory. Ideally, a well-
annotated dataset should contain a large number of languages
and have a rich phone inventory. This would be useful not
only to train the recognition system for the target language
but also benefit to build/evaluate any language-independent
universal phone recognizers [6].

In this paper, we introduce a large multilingual phonetic
dataset, which is derived from the online UCLA phonetics
archive [7]1. The online phonetics archive contains a large

1http://archive.phonetics.ucla.edu/

Fig. 1. A alignment sample from the dataset where the left Table
shows the annotated phones/utterances extracted from the website,
the table on the right side is the segmented audio chunks and the
recognized phones. Two tables are first aligned automatically with
phonetic features distances and then fixed manually.

amount of speech data collected by field linguists. For each
language, there are typically a variety of materials available
including the audio recordings in WAV format, transcribed
word lists, information about the native speakers, etc. The to-
tal number of languages is around 300, and most of them are
low-resource languages (most of which have less than 1 mil-
lion native speakers). However, for each subset of the data,
the archive only includes a large audio file and a table of tran-
scriptions, along with some other information. No alignments
are provided, which poses a challenging problem to create the
aligned phonetic dataset.

In this work, we tackle this problem by using two-step
alignment: in the first step, we segment the transcriptions
and audio files into small utterances. All audio files are tran-
scribed into phones with a recently proposed recognizer [8].
Every transcribed utterance is aligned automatically with the
recognized utterances by measuring the phone feature dis-
tance. Next, all aligned utterances are manually validated and
corrected by human experts. Additionally, during the second
step, we implement several simple but effective strategies to
speed up alignment correction. The prototype dataset con-
tains around 100 languages and 7000 utterances, it will be
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distributed to benefit future work2. Note that the number of
utterances and languages might change in the final version.

2. RELATED WORK

Previously, many multilingual datasets have been created
from different sources such as audiobooks, broadcast news,
and online recordings. These include the Babel database [9],
TUNDRA corpus [10], Voxforge collections [11] and com-
mon voice dataset [12]. While those datasets sometimes cover
more than 10 languages, the target languages are typically
high-resource languages, whereas low-resource languages
are rarely included. More recently, a dataset has been pre-
pared for a much broader group of languages [13]. However,
the dataset is automatically aligned and alignment quality
differs among languages. Additionally, the transcription is
in the orthographic form where the phonetic transcriptions
are not available. In this paper, we prepare a low-resource
language dataset with fully annotated and validated phonetic
transcriptions.

To develop a good alignment tool is essential for this
work, as a fully manually alignment would be a poor use
of valuable expert time. The automatic alignment problem,
arising when curating speech corpora or synchronizing au-
diobooks, has been addressed in prior works [14, 15, 16, 13].
There are typically two approaches to finding alignments be-
tween audio and transcriptions. The first is to utilize a speech
recognizer to transcribe audio into text or phones, and then
estimate the alignment between the outputs with the provided
transcriptions [14, 15]. The second, on the other hand, ob-
tains the audio signals by synthesizing transcriptions, then
aligns the original audio with the generated audio [16, 13].
While both groups have achieved some success in obtaining
usable alignments, they typically require some prior knowl-
edge of the target language, and the aligned pairs are usually
not systematically validated. In this work, we establish the
alignment for around 100 languages while assuming little
prior information. Additionally, human feedback is used
efficiently to validate and correct alignments.

3. APPROACH

In this section, we introduce the methods used to develop the
dataset. We obtain the raw dataset by crawling the archive
pages. We then automatically align the recognized phones
and annotated phones for the utterances. Finally, experts em-
ploy an online tool to manually but efficiently validate and
correct the alignments.

3.1. Preprocessing

The crawler first downloads the top page and extracts all avail-
able languages. It then recursively parses the individual links

2https://github.com/xinjli/ucla-phonetic-corpus

to the pages for each language and extracts all annotated word
or utterance lists, together with the corresponding audio files.
The utterance lists are typically contained in tables whose
headers document the content type of each column. As the
headers do not always follow identical naming conventions,
several regular expressions are used to determine which col-
umn contains the phone annotations. From each utterance list,
we typically extract 10 to 100 annotated words/utterances.

The corresponding WAV file is usually a long audio
recording containing the entire contents of the utterance list.
Besides, it usually contains many unrelated contents such as
the introduction of the native speaker, instructions regarding
what to read next, and some incidental conversation. Since
most of our annotated utterances typically contain a single
word in each utterance, voice activity detection is applied to
segment the audio into small chunks. For each annotated ut-
terance, one particular chunk is expected to contain its speech.
It is important to note that the acoustic environment varies
significantly across different languages’ recordings; some
are clean enough for the voice activity detection to work
efficiently, but others contain so much noise and overlap-
ping speech that voice activity detection cannot consistently
distinguish silence and speaking intervals.

3.2. First Pass Alignment

Next, all audio chunks are fed into a recently proposed mul-
tilingual phone recognizer [8], by which each chunk is trans-
formed into an appropriate sequence of phones. The first-pass
alignment is done by matching the golden annotated phone
labels and the recognized phone labels. Typically, the phone-
level alignment is done using standard string edit distance and
greedy search. i.e, for each annotated utterance, we compute
the edit distance with all recognized phone sequences and se-
lect the utterance with the lowest cost. However, this baseline
alignment fails to produce a good first-pass alignment in this
case, due to two challenges: First, the gold phone transcrip-
tions are partial transcriptions. Many speaking parts in the
recordings are not transcribed as they are not related to an-
notation (e.g: instructions to native speakers of what to read
next). Second, the recognizer has not seen most of the lan-
guages (and, understandably, performs worse on languages it
has not seen). However, by taking advantage of several prop-
erties in the dataset and the recognizer, we arrive at align-
ments that are much better than those produced by this base-
line. Three approaches are introduced in this section.

3.2.1. Monotonic Alignment

First, the annotated utterances are not listed in random or-
der. The relationship between the annotated word list and the
associated recording is typically monotonic. While other ma-
terial may intervene in the recording, the utterances of inter-
est are in the same order in the recordings as in the anno-
tations. We note there are several cases in which this order
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fails to be monotonic, for example, the native speaker occa-
sionally forgets reading some utterances and returns to those
utterances later. However, by imposing this constraint, the
available matching pairs are greatly reduced. Coupled with
dynamic programming, this makes alignment much more ef-
ficient.

3.2.2. Phonological Distance

Next, we use phonological features to measure the distance
between annotated phones and recognized phones (instead of
using the exact phone match). The phonological distance en-
ables us to quantify similarity more precisely. In particular,
we use the PanPhon tool to compute the phonological dis-
tance between two utterances where 22 phonological features
are taken into account [17]. For example, [syllabic], [sono-
rant], [consonantal], etc. Instead of penalizing phone mis-
match with 1 cost, it imposes a penalty based on partial fea-
ture mismatch.

3.2.3. Consecutive Segment Merger

Another improvement in the alignment can be made by merg-
ing consecutive vowels or consonants in the recognized
phones. During the experiment, we found that the recog-
nizer tends to generate more than one vowel or consonant
for a single phone when that specific phone context is rare
in the training set. This issue tends to increase the distance
even when the recognized phones are close to the annotation.
Table 1 shows such an example in which merging multiple
vowels and consonants could lead to a more accurate dis-
tance. We note that it is not always correct to merge vowels
and consonants since sequences of multiple vowels or mul-
tiple consonants do occur in many languages; however, we
find this approach helps to reduce many misalignments in
practice.

Annotated Phones Recognized Phones Distance

[thAÌb6] [m a z] 1.45
[thAÌb6] [t Ce i: bfl u@ @] 3.04
[thAÌb6] [t e bfl u@] 1.18

Table 1. An actual example from the experiment to merge
consecutive vowels and consonants into one phone. The an-
notated phones [thAÌb] should be aligned with the [t Ce i: bfl u@
@], but was originally misaligned with [m a z] as it has less
distance, after merging vowels and consonants in the 3rd row,
it has less distance and could be aligned correctly.

3.3. Second Pass Alignment: Real-Time Feedback

During the second phase, we use our online tool to update the
first pass alignment in real time based on feedback (validation

Approach Acc. Mean Acc. Std

First Pass (baseline) 4.88% 6.37%
First Pass (+ monotonic) 27.3% 21.6%
First Pass (+ distance) 6.62% 12.5%
First Pass (+ merge) 5.64% 8.32%
First Pass (+ all) 38.0% 26.4%

Second Pass 56.0% 24.3%

Table 2. Alignment accuracy of different approaches. The
first pass on the first row is the baseline alignment, in which
there are no constraints in the alignment. Additionally, we
add three different First Pass approaches and measure the per-
formance separately and jointly. The Second-Pass shows the
improved alignment accuracy by using real-time feedback.

or correction) from annotators. In particular, we exploit two
types of feedback to improve the alignment. Both types are
fast enough to update alignments in real time.

First, we use the anchor point to improve the alignments.
When a new validation is confirmed or a new alignment is
fixed, the aligned utterance index and audio index are sent to
the server, notifying it of the new anchor point. The remaining
unverified alignments are updated, subject to this new anchor
point. In the first pass alignment, the alignment errors tend to
propagate through the last utterance whenever there is a large
mismatch. Fixing the anchor point could bring the alignment
back to the correct starting point.

Next, we use the index interval information to improve the
alignment. During the experiment, we noticed that the aligned
audio index has a typical index interval in each dataset. For
example, the aligned audio index might be 10, 12, 14, etc:
the first utterance is aligned to the 10-th audio, the second
utterance is aligned to the 12-th audio. This is because the
native speaker and the linguist are talking in turns: one reads
the utterance, then the other instructs what to read next. Each
dataset has a different pattern, but the index interval is usu-
ally consistent in each dataset. During the second pass, we
use the validated utterances to estimate the typical index inter-
val by taking the mean of validated/fixed utterances intervals.
The interval is then taken into account as a new distance fac-
tor when updating the alignments. By combining those two
types of real-time feedback, the validation and fixing process
requires much less manual works.

4. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we evaluate our alignment approach and pro-
vide statistics for the collected dataset. In the first version of
our dataset, we provide alignments for 106 languages. For
each language’s dataset, the alignment is first automatically
aligned and then validated/fixed by an expert.
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4.1. Alignment Evaluation Results

We first evaluate the alignment performance across all 106
languages. The metric is the alignment accuracy: whether
each annotated utterance is correctly aligned with the target
audio chunk or not. As we handle a large number of lan-
guages in the experiment, instead of showing the alignment
accuracy for each language, we show the mean and standard
deviation of accuracy across all languages. The results are
shown in Table.2, in which we compare several approaches
we mentioned in the last section. First, we consider the naive
first pass alignment in which we greedily match each utter-
ance with all audio candidates. The results are around 5%
accuracy, which is hardly useful as the first pass alignment.
Next, we try the three approaches mentioned above: impos-
ing the monotonic order, using phonetic distance instead of
the naive edit distance, merging consecutive vowels and con-
sonants. The monotonic constraint improves the alignment
significantly by about 20% accuracy. The other two only in-
crease the metric marginally when used separately, however,
when all three approaches combined, it improves the accuracy
by more than 30%.

During the first pass alignment, we notice there is a huge
accuracy variance across different languages as shown by the
standard deviation: some datasets are aligned very success-
fully with almost 100% accuracy. On the other hand, some
corpora fail with near 0% accuracy. The variance can be ex-
plained by several factors: first, the audio quality varies sig-
nificantly across different languages: some recordings were
made in a clean environment, while others were done in rela-
tively noisy rooms. The audio quality affects the recognition
accuracy and therefore makes a huge difference during the
first pass. Second, the recordings are segmented by voice ac-
tivity detection. Some speakers wait for 1–2 seconds between
every utterance while others continue to speak several utter-
ances without any interruption. As there is no silence between
the utterances, the single audio chunk contains several utter-
ances and could not get aligned with any of the target annota-
tions. Finally, imposing the monotonic order might propagate
the alignment error to the last utterance. While the first pass
alignment could align 40% correctly, it still requires a huge
amount of effort to fix the remaining 60% utterances. In the
second pass, we apply the real-time feedback to the system
and automatically fix many alignment errors with the new an-
chor point and interval information. The table suggests that
alignment accuracy is further improved to around 60% in the
second pass. Finally, the remaining 40% misaligned utter-
ances are fixed manually.

4.2. Dataset Statistics

The first version of our dataset contains 106 languages with
6,880 validated utterances. Each language contains around 60
utterances on average with 28.4 std. We find that some lan-
guages have many more utterances and speakers than others.

Language Area Language % Utterance %

Africa 48.5% 23.1%
America 6.15% 8.63%
Asia 26.2% 43.6%
Europe 15.3% 22.5%
Pacific 3.85% 2.17%

Table 3. Area distribution of languages and utterances

syllabic sonorant continuant delayed release
44.3% 67.8% 68.0% 0.53%
lateral nasal strident spread glottis
4.02% 10.8% 1.74% 1.71%

cons glottis anterior coronal distributed
2.04% 38.2% 30.4% 4.67%
labial high low back
16.9% 25.0% 17.4% 25.4%
round click tense long
13.1% 0.28% 37.4% 2.61%

Table 4. Phone distribution of features

The data related to areal distribution is shown in Table.3.
We show the language distribution and utterance distribution
across different areas. The table suggests that nearly half of
the languages in the dataset are from Africa, while only 4%
of languages are from the Pacific area. The utterance dis-
tribution is relatively proportional to the language distribu-
tion. However, Asian languages dominate in the utterance
count with 43.6%. African languages have fewer utterances
in proportion to the number of languages. We also investi-
gated the distributions of phones in the entire dataset. In total,
we find the number of unique phones (phone types) is more
than 400. 51.7% of the phones are consonants and 48.3% are
vowels. The detailed feature distribution is shown in Table.4,
which suggests that the phone inventory is rich in various cat-
egories. This dataset should be useful in many ways. First,
it can be used to evaluate phone recognition systems for the
included low-resource languages. Additionally, it might serve
as a good training/evaluation set for any universal phone rec-
ognizers due to its rich inventory and large coverage of lan-
guages.

5. CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduce a new multilingual phonetic dataset
for low resource languages. The dataset is prepared from an
online archive by two steps alignment. The dataset contains
around 100 languages and 7000 utterances, and would be re-
leased to the community to benefit speech research in low re-
source phone recognition.
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